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Abstract  Comparative modeling predicts the three-dimensional structure of a given protein sequence (target) based primarily on its alignment to one or more proteins of known structure (templates). The prediction process consists of fold assignment, target–template alignment, model building, and model evaluation. The number of protein sequences that can be modeled and the accuracy of the predictions are increasing steadily because of the growth in the number of known protein structures and because of the improvements in the modeling software. Further advances are necessary in recognizing weak sequence–structure similarities, aligning sequences with structures, modeling of rigid body shifts, distortions, loops and side chains, as well as detecting errors in a model. Despite these problems, it is currently possible to model with useful accuracy significant parts of approximately one third of all known protein sequences. The use of individual comparative models in biology is already rewarding and increasingly widespread. A major new challenge for comparative modeling is the integration of it with the torrents of data from genome sequencing projects as well as from functional and structural genomics. In particular, there is a need to develop an automated, rapid, robust, sensitive, and accurate comparative modeling pipeline applicable to whole genomes. Such large-scale modeling is likely to encourage new kinds of applications for the many resulting models, based on their large number and completeness at the level of the family, organism, or functional network.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of comparative or homology protein structure modeling is to build a three-dimensional (3D) model for a protein of unknown structure (the target) on the basis of sequence similarity to proteins of known structure (the templates) (10, 17, 80, 145, 155). Two conditions must be met to build a useful model. First, the similarity between the target sequence and the template structure must be detectable. Second, a substantially correct alignment between the target sequence and the template structures must be calculated. Comparative modeling is possible because small changes in the protein sequence usually result in small changes in its 3D structure (34). Although considerable progress has been made in ab initio protein structure prediction (92), comparative protein structure modeling remains the most accurate prediction method. The overall accuracy of comparative models spans a wide range, from low resolution models with only a correct fold to more accurate models comparable to medium resolution structures determined by crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (155). Even low resolution models can be useful in biology because some aspects of function can sometimes be predicted only from the coarse structural features of a model.

The 3D structures of proteins in a family are more conserved than their sequences (101). Therefore, if similarity between two proteins is detectable at the sequence level, structural similarity can usually be assumed. Moreover, even proteins that have nondetectable sequence similarity can have similar structures. It has been estimated that approximately one third of all sequences are recognizably related to at least one known protein structure (54, 77, 81, 144, 157). Because the number of known protein sequences is approximately 500,000 (9), comparative modeling could in principle be applied to more than 150,000 proteins. This number can be compared to approximately 10,000 protein structures determined by experiment (1, 211). The usefulness of comparative modeling is steadily increasing because the number of unique structural folds that proteins adopt is limited (204) and because the number of experimentally determined new structures is increasing exponentially (70). It is possible that in less than 10 years at least one example of most structural folds will be known, making comparative modeling applicable to most protein sequences (70, 155).

All current comparative modeling methods consist of four sequential steps (Figure 1) (155): fold assignment and template selection, template–target alignment, model building, and model evaluation. If the model is not satisfactory, template selection, alignment, and model building can be repeated until a satisfactory
Figure 1  Steps in comparative protein structure modeling. See text for description.
model is obtained. For each of the steps in the modeling process, there are many different methods, programs, and World Wide Web servers (Table 1).

We begin this review by describing the techniques used for all the steps in comparative modeling. We continue by discussing the errors in model structures and methods for detecting these errors, and we conclude by outlining the applications of comparative modeling to individual proteins and to whole genomes. The review focuses on using the methods and tools for comparative modeling, rather than on the physical principles on which the methods are based. The bibliography is not exhaustive, but an attempt was made to quote the latest papers or reviews in the relevant fields.

STEPS IN COMPARATIVE MODELING

Fold Assignment and Template Selection

The starting point in comparative modeling is to identify all protein structures related to the target sequence, and then to select those that will be used as templates. This step is facilitated by numerous protein sequence and structure databases, and database scanning software available on the World Wide Web (4, 11, 70, 163) (Table 1). Templates can be found using the target sequence as a query for searching structure databases such as the Protein Data Bank (1, 211), SCOP (76), DALI (71), and CATH (124). Depending on a genome, the probability of finding a related protein of known structure for a sequence randomly picked from a genome ranges from 20% to 50% (54, 77, 81, 144, 157).

There are three main classes of protein comparison methods that are useful in fold identification. The first class includes the methods that compare the target sequence with each of the database sequences independently, using pairwise sequence–sequence comparison (7). The performance of these methods in searching for related protein sequences (128) and structures (22) has been evaluated exhaustively. Frequently used programs in this class include FASTA (129) and BLAST (5).

The second set of methods relies on multiple sequence comparisons to improve the sensitivity of the search (6, 63, 67, 94, 144). A widely used program in this class is PSI-BLAST (6), which iteratively expands the set of homologs of the target sequence. For a given sequence, an initial set of homologs from a sequence database is collected, a weighted multiple alignment is made from the query sequence and its homologs, a position-specific scoring matrix is constructed from the alignment, and the matrix is used to search the database for new homologs. These steps are repeated until no new homologs are found. In comparison to BLAST, PSI-BLAST finds homologs of known structure for approximately twice as many sequences (125, 176). A related approach (144) also begins by finding all sequences clearly related to the target sequence to obtain the target sequence profile. In addition, similar profiles are constructed for all known protein structures. The potential templates are then found by comparing the target sequence profile with each of the sequence profiles for known structures. Another variation uses multiple sequence
TABLE 1 Programs and World Wide Web servers useful in comparative modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>World Wide Web address</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Databases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATH</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><a href="http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/cath/">www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/cath/</a></td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeneCensus</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/genome</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModBASE</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>guitar.rockefeller.edu/modbase/</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/">www.rcsb.org/pdb/</a></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presage</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>presage.stanford.edu</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOP</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWISSPROT+TrEMBL</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ebi.ac.uk/swissprot">www.ebi.ac.uk/swissprot</a></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Template search</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123D</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lmmb.ncifcrf.gov/~nicka/123D.html">www.lmmb.ncifcrf.gov/~nicka/123D.html</a></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALI</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>www2.ebi.ac.uk/dali/</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastA</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>www2.ebi.ac.uk/fasta3</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATCHMAKER</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>bioinformatics.burnham-inst.org</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHD, TOPITS</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><a href="http://www.embl-heidelberg.de/predictprotein/">www.embl-heidelberg.de/predictprotein/</a></td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>predictprotein.html</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFIT</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.came.sbg.ac/at">www.came.sbg.ac/at</a></td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREADER</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>globin.bio.warwick.ac.uk/~jones/threader.html</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA-DOE FRSVR</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><a href="http://www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/people/frsvr/frsvr.html">www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/people/frsvr/frsvr.html</a></td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequence alignment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM SERVER</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>dot.imgen.bcm.tmc.edu:9331/</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOCK MAKER</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>blocks.fhcrc.org/blocks/blockmkr/make_blocks.html</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLUSTAL</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>www2.ebi.ac.uk/clustalo/</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FASTA3</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>www2.ebi.ac.uk/fast3/</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTALIN</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>pbil.ibcp.fr/</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modeling</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPOSER</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>www-cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONGEN</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.congenomics.com/congen/congen.html">www.congenomics.com/congen/congen.html</a></td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPH models</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CPHmodels/">www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CPHmodels/</a></td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAGON</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nimr.mrc.ac.uk/~mathbio/a-aszodi/dragon.html">www.nimr.mrc.ac.uk/~mathbio/a-aszodi/dragon.html</a></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICM</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.molsoft.com">www.molsoft.com</a></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InsightII</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.msi.com">www.msi.com</a></td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODELLER</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>guitar.rockefeller.edu/modeller/modeller.html</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOK</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mag.com">www.mag.com</a></td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTA</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.msi.com">www.msi.com</a></td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYBYL</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tripos.com">www.tripos.com</a></td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCWRL</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cmpharm.ucsf.edu/~bower/scrwl/scrwl.html">www.cmpharm.ucsf.edu/~bower/scrwl/scrwl.html</a></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWISS-MOD</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><a href="http://www.expasy.ch/swissmod">www.expasy.ch/swissmod</a></td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT IF</td>
<td>P</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sander.embl-heidelberg.de/whatif/">www.sander.embl-heidelberg.de/whatif/</a></td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
alignments combined with structural information predicted from the sequence of the target (54). The multiple sequence methods for fold identification are especially useful for finding significant structural relationships when the sequence identity between the target and the template drops below 25%. This class of methods appears to be one of the most sensitive fully-automated approaches for detecting remote sequence–structure relationships (6, 77, 203, 213).

The third class of methods are the so-called threading or 3D template matching methods (20, 59, 82), reviewed in (83, 103, 173, 185). These methods rely on pairwise comparison of a protein sequence and a protein of known structure. Whether or not a given target sequence adopts any one of the many known 3D folds is predicted by an optimization of the alignment with respect to a structure-dependent scoring function, independently for each sequence–structure pair. That is, the target sequence is threaded through a library of 3D folds. These methods are especially useful when there are no sequences clearly related to the modeling target, and thus the search cannot benefit from the increased sensitivity of the sequence profile methods.

A useful fold assignment approach is to accept an uncertain assignment provided by any of the methods, build a full-atom comparative model of the target sequence based on this match, and make the final decision about whether or not the match is real by evaluating the resulting comparative model (64, 115, 156).

Once a list of all related protein structures has been obtained, it is necessary to select those templates that are appropriate for the given modeling problem.
Usually, a higher overall sequence similarity between the target and the template sequence yields a better template. In any case, several other factors should be taken into account when selecting the templates:

- The family of proteins, which includes the target and the templates, can frequently be organized in subfamilies. The construction of a multiple alignment and a phylogenetic tree (46) can help in selecting the template from the subfamily that is closest to the target sequence.
- The template “environment” should be compared to the required environment for the model. The term environment is used in a broad sense and includes all factors that determine protein structure except its sequence (e.g., solvent, pH, ligands, and quaternary interactions).
- The quality of the experimental template structure is another important factor in template selection. The resolution and the R-factor of a crystallographic structure and the number of restraints per residue for an NMR structure are indicative of its accuracy.

The priority of the criteria for template selection depends on the purpose of the comparative model. For instance, if a protein–ligand model is to be constructed, the choice of the template that contains a similar ligand is probably more important than the resolution of the template. On the other hand, if the model is to be used to analyze the geometry of the active site of an enzyme, it is preferable to use a high resolution template. It is not necessary to select only one template. In fact, the use of several templates approximately equidistant from the target sequence generally increases the model accuracy (156, 174).

**Target–Template Alignment**

Most fold assignment methods produce an alignment between the target sequence and template structures. However, this is often not the optimal target–template alignment for comparative modeling. Searching methods are usually tuned for detection of remote relationships, not for optimal alignments. Therefore, once templates have been selected, a specialized method should be used to align the target sequence with the template structures (14, 23, 70, 171, 180). For closely related protein sequences with identity over 40%, the alignment is almost always correct. Regions of low local sequence similarity become common when the overall sequence identity is under 40% (160). The alignment becomes difficult in the “twilight zone” of less than 30% sequence identity (140). As the sequence similarity decreases, alignments contain an increasingly large number of gaps and alignment errors, regardless of whether they are prepared automatically or manually. For example, only 20% of the residues are likely to be correctly aligned when two proteins share 30% sequence identity (79). Maximal effort to obtain the most accurate alignment possible is needed because no current comparative modeling method can recover from an incorrect alignment. There is a great variety of protein sequence alignment methods, many of which are based on dynamic programming.
techniques (120, 172). A frequently used program for multiple sequence alignment is CLUSTAL (78), which is also available as a World Wide Web server (Table 1).

In the more difficult alignment cases, it is frequently beneficial to rely on multiple structure and sequence information (12, 181). First, the alignment of the potential templates is prepared by superposing their structures. Next, the sequences that are clearly related to the templates and are easily aligned with them are added to the alignment. The same is done for the target sequence. Finally, the two profiles are aligned with each other, taking structural information into account as much as possible (78, 93, 152). In principle, most sequence alignment and structure comparison methods can be used for these tasks (11, 70, 104, 171). The information from structures helps to avoid gaps in secondary structure elements, in buried regions, or between two residues that are far in space. It is generally necessary to check and edit the alignment by inspecting the template structures visually, especially if the target–template sequence identity is low. Secondary structure predictions for the target sequence and its profile are also frequently useful in obtaining a more accurate alignment (3, 141). Because evaluation of a model is more reliable than an evaluation of an alignment, a good way to proceed in the difficult cases is to generate 3D models for all alternative alignments, evaluate the corresponding models, and pick the best model according to the 3D model evaluation rather than the alignment score (64, 115, 156).

Model Building

Once an initial target–template alignment has been built, a variety of methods can be used to construct a 3D model for the target protein. The original and still widely used method is modeling by rigid-body assembly (17, 27, 61). Another family of methods, modeling by segment matching, relies on the approximate positions of conserved atoms in the templates (38, 85, 102, 187). The third group of methods, modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints, uses either distance geometry or optimization techniques to satisfy spatial restraints obtained from the alignment (8, 24, 66, 148, 175). Accuracies of the various model building methods are relatively similar when used optimally. Other factors such as template selection and alignment accuracy usually have a larger impact on the model accuracy, especially for models based on less than 40% sequence identity to the templates. However, it is important that a modeling method allows a degree of flexibility and automation, making it easier and faster to obtain better models. For example, a method should permit an easy recalculation of a model when a change is made in the alignment; it should be straightforward to calculate models based on several templates; and the method should provide the tools to incorporate prior knowledge about the target (e.g., experimental data or predicted features such as secondary structure). There are many reviews of comparative model building methods (10, 17, 80, 145, 155). Several programs and World Wide Web servers for comparative modeling are listed in Table 1.
Modeling by Assembly of Rigid Bodies  This method assembles a model from a small number of rigid bodies obtained from aligned protein structures. The approach is based on the natural dissection of the protein folds into conserved core regions, variable loops, and side chains. For example, the following semiautomated procedure is implemented in the computer program COMPOSER (179). First, the template structures are selected and superposed. Second, the framework is calculated by averaging the coordinates of the $C_\alpha$ atoms of structurally conserved regions in the template structures. Third, the main chain atoms of each core region in the target model are generated by superposing the core segment from the template with the highest sequence similarity to the target on the framework. Fourth, the loops are generated by scanning a database of all known protein structures to identify the structurally variable regions that fit the anchor core regions and have a compatible sequence. Fifth, the side chains are modeled based on their intrinsic conformational preferences and on the conformation of the equivalent side chains in the template structures. And finally, the stereochemistry of the model is improved either by a restrained energy minimization or a molecular dynamics refinement. The accuracy of a model can be somewhat increased if more than one template structure is used to construct the framework and if the templates are averaged into the framework using weights corresponding to their sequence similarities to the target sequence (174). For example, differences between the model and X-ray structures may be slightly smaller than the differences between the X-ray structure of the modeled protein and the best template used to build the model. Future improvements in modeling by rigid body assembly may include the incorporation of rigid body shifts, such as the relative shifts in the packing of $\alpha$-helices.

Modeling by Segment Matching or Coordinate Reconstruction  The basis of modeling by coordinate reconstruction is the finding that most hexapeptide segments of protein structure can be clustered into approximately 100 structural classes (187). Thus, comparative models can be constructed by using a subset of atomic positions from template structures as “guiding” positions, and by identifying and assembling short, all-atom segments that fit these guiding positions. Usually the $C_\alpha$ atoms of the segments, which are conserved in the alignment between the template structure and the target sequence, are taken as the guiding positions. The all-atom segments that fit the guiding positions can be obtained either by scanning all the known protein structures, including those that are not related to the sequence being modeled (38, 69), or by a conformational search restrained by an energy function (13, 190). For example, a general method for modeling by segment matching is guided by the positions of some atoms (usually $C_\alpha$ atoms) to find the matching segments in a representative database of all known protein structures (102). This method can construct both main chain and side chain atoms and can also model insertions and deletions. It is implemented in the program SEGMod (Table 1). Some side chain modeling methods (195) and loop construction methods based on finding suitable fragments in the database of known structures (85) can be seen as segment matching or coordinate reconstruction methods.
Modeling by Satisfaction of Spatial Restraints  

The methods in this class generate many constraints or restraints on the structure of the target sequence, using its alignment to related protein structures as a guide. The restraints are generally obtained by assuming that the corresponding distances and angles between aligned residues in the template and the target structures are similar. These homology-derived restraints are usually supplemented by stereochemical restraints on bond lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles, and nonbonded atom–atom contacts obtained from a molecular mechanics force field. The model is then derived by minimizing the violations of all the restraints. This can be achieved either by distance geometry or real–space optimization. A distance geometry approach constructs all-atom models from lower and upper bounds on distances and dihedral angles (66). A real–space optimization method, such as that implemented in the computer program MODELLER (148), starts by building the model using the distance and dihedral angle restraints on the target sequence derived from its alignment with template 3D structures. Then, the spatial restraints and the CHARMM22 force field terms, which enforce proper stereochemistry (106), are combined into an objective function. Finally, the model is generated by optimizing the objective function in Cartesian space. Because modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints can use many different types of information about the target sequence, it is perhaps the most promising of all comparative modeling techniques. One of the strengths of modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints is that constraints or restraints derived from a number of different sources can easily be added to the homology-derived restraints. For example, restraints might be obtained from NMR experiments, cross-linking experiments, fluorescence spectroscopy, image reconstruction in electron microscopy, site-directed mutagenesis, etc. In this way, a comparative model, especially in the difficult cases, could be improved by making it consistent with available experimental data.

Loop Modeling

In a given fold family, structural variability is a result of substitutions, insertions, and deletions of residues between members of the family. Such changes frequently correspond to exposed loop regions that connect elements of secondary structure in the protein fold. Thus, loops often determine the functional specificity of a given protein framework. They contribute to active and binding sites. Examples include binding of metal ions by metal-binding proteins, small protein toxins by their receptors, antigens by immunoglobulins, nucleotides by a variety of proteins, protein substrates by serine proteases, and DNA by DNA-binding proteins. Consequently, the accuracy of loop modeling is a major factor determining the usefulness of comparative models in studying interactions between the protein and its ligands. This includes the use of models for recognizing ligand binding sites (47, 84) and for ligand docking computations (87). Unfortunately, no generally reliable method is available for constructing loops longer than 5 residues (108), although recently some progress has been made and occasionally longer loops can be modeled.
Loop modeling can be seen as a mini–protein folding problem. The correct conformation of a given segment of a polypeptide chain has to be calculated mainly from the sequence of the segment itself. However, loops are generally too short to provide sufficient information about their local fold. Segments of up to 9 residues sometimes have entirely unrelated conformations in different proteins (114). Thus, the conformation of a given segment is also influenced by the core stem regions that span the loop and by the structure of the rest of a protein that cradles the loop.

Many loop modeling procedures have been described. Similarly to the prediction of whole protein structures, there are ab initio methods (30, 50, 119), database search techniques (35, 60, 85), and procedures that combine these two basic approaches (107, 191).

The ab initio loop prediction is based on a conformational search or enumeration of conformations in a given environment, guided by a scoring or energy function. There are many such methods, exploiting different protein representations, energy function terms, and optimization or enumeration algorithms. The search algorithms include sampling of main chain dihedral angles biased by their distributions in known protein structures (119), minimum perturbation random tweak method (165), systematic conformational search (26, 29), global energy minimization by mapping a trajectory of local minima (43), importance-sampling by local minimization of randomly generated conformations (95), local energy minimization (110), molecular dynamics simulations (28, 55), genetic algorithms (111, 136), biased probability Monte Carlo search (45, 183), Monte Carlo with simulated annealing (33, 39, 192), Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics (135), extended-collective-variable Monte Carlo (88), scaling relaxation and multiple copy sampling (138, 205), searching through discrete conformations by dynamic programming (51, 188), random sampling of conformations relying on dimers from known protein structures (177), self-consistent field optimization (91), and an enumeration based on the graph theory (153). A variety of representations have been used, such as unified atoms, all nonhydrogen atoms, nonhydrogen and “polar” hydrogen atoms, all atoms, as well as implicit and explicit solvent models. The optimized degrees of freedom include Cartesian coordinates and internal coordinates, such as dihedral angles, optimized in continuous or discrete spaces. Loop prediction by optimization is in principle applicable to simultaneous modeling of several loops and loops interacting with ligands, which is not straightforward for the database search approaches.

The database approach to loop prediction consists of finding a segment of main chain that fits the two stem regions of a loop (36, 60, 85, 122, 142, 166, 178, 198). The stems are defined as the main chain atoms that precede and follow the loop but are not part of it. They span the loop and are part of the core of the fold. The search is performed through a database of many known protein structures, not only homologs of the modeled protein. Usually, many different alternative segments that
fit the stem residues are obtained and possibly sorted according to geometric criteria or sequence similarity between the template and target loop sequences. The selected segments are then superposed and annealed on the stem regions. These initial crude models are often refined by optimization of some energy function. The database search approach to loop modeling is accurate and efficient when a specific set of loops is created to address the modeling of that class of loops, such as β-hairpins (167) and the hypervariable regions in immunoglobulins (36). For immunoglobulins, an analysis of the hypervariable regions in known immunoglobulin structures resulted in rules with high prediction accuracy for other members of the family. These rules are possible because of the relatively small number of conformations for each loop and because of the dependence of loop conformation on loop length and certain key residues. There are attempts to classify loop conformations into more general categories, thus extending the impressive performance of the key residues approach to more cases (122, 142, 198). However, the database methods are limited by the exponential increase in the number of geometrically possible conformations as a function of loop length. Consequently, only segments of 7 residues or less have most of their conceivable conformations present in the database of known protein structures (48).

The problem of database completeness has recently been ameliorated by restrained energy minimization of the candidate loops obtained from a database search (191). Both the internal conformation and the global orientation relative to the rest of the protein have been optimized. It was concluded that the candidate segments from a database were suitable starting points for modeling loops up to 9 residues long, but extensive optimization was required for loops longer than 4 residues.

Sidechain Modeling

As with loops, side chain conformations are predicted from similar structures and from steric or energetic considerations (145, 193). Disulphide bridges can be treated as a special case in side-chain modeling. They are modeled using structural information from proteins in general (86) and from equivalent disulfide bridges in related structures (150).

Vásquez reviewed and commented on various approaches to side-chain modeling (193). The importance of two effects on sidechain conformation was emphasized: The first effect was the coupling between the main chain and side chains, and the second effect was the continuous nature of the distributions of side-chain dihedral angles; for example, 5–30% of side chains in crystal structures are significantly different from their rotamer conformations (162) and 6% of the $\chi_1$ or $\chi_2$ values are not within ±40° of any rotamer conformation (19). Both effects appear to be important when correlating packing energies and stability (100). The correct energetics may be obtained for the incorrect reasons; i.e., the side chains may adopt distorted conformations to compensate for the rigidity of the backbone.
Correspondingly, the backbone shifts may hinder the use of these methods when the template structures are related at less than 50% sequence identity (37). Some attempts to include backbone flexibility in side-chain modeling have been described (65, 75, 91) but are not yet generally applicable.

Significant correlations were found between side-chain dihedral angle probabilities and backbone $\Phi, \Psi$ values (19). These correlations go beyond the dependence of side chain conformation on the secondary structure (112). For example, the preferred rotamers can vary within the same secondary structure, even when $\Phi, \Psi$ dihedral angles change by as little as 20$^\circ$ (19). Because these changes are smaller than the differences between closely related homologs, the prediction of the side-chain conformations generally cannot be uncoupled from the backbone prediction. This partly explains why the conformation of equivalent side chains in homologous structures is useful in side-chain modeling (148).

Chung & Subbiah gave an elegant structural explanation for the rapid decrease in the conservation of sidechain packing as the sequence identity falls below 30% (37). Although the fold is maintained, the pattern of side-chain interactions is generally lost in this range of sequence similarity (143). Two sets of computations were done for two sample protein sequences: The side-chain conformation was predicted by maximizing packing on the fixed native backbone and on a fixed backbone with approximately 2 Å RMSD from the native backbone; the 2 Å RMSD generally corresponds to the differences between the conserved cores of two proteins related at 25–30% sequence identity. The side-chain predictions on the two backbones turned out to be unrelated. Thus, inasmuch as packing reflects the true laws determining side-chain conformation, a backbone with less than 30% sequence identity to the sequence being modeled is not sufficient to produce the correct packing of the buried side chains.

The solvation term is important for the modeling of exposed sidechains (42, 133, 161, 196), many of which are expected to be highly flexible without a single dominant conformation. It was also demonstrated that treating hydrogen bonds explicitly could significantly improve side-chain predictions (44, 49). Calculations that do not account for the solvent, either implicitly or explicitly, may introduce errors in the hydrogen-bonding patterns even in the core regions of a protein (133).

A recent survey analyzed the accuracy of three different side-chain prediction methods (75). These methods were tested by predicting side-chain conformations on near-native protein backbones with $<4$ Å RMSD to the native structures. The three methods include the packing of backbone-dependent rotamers (19), the self-consistent mean-field approach to positioning rotamers based on their van der Waals interactions (89), and the segment-matching method of Levitt (102). The accuracies of the methods were surprisingly similar. All were able to correctly predict approximately 50% of $\chi_1$ angles and 35% of both $\chi_1$ and $\chi_2$ angles. In typical comparative modeling applications where the backbone is closer to the native structures ($<2$ Å RMSD), these numbers increase by approximately 20% (151).
ERRORS IN COMPARATIVE MODELS

As the similarity between the target and the templates decreases, the errors in the model increase. Errors in comparative models can be divided into five categories (151, 156) (Figure 2):

- Errors in side-chain packing. As the sequences diverge, the packing of side chains in the protein core changes. Sometimes even the conformation of identical side chains is not conserved, a pitfall for many comparative modeling methods. Side-chain errors are critical if they occur in regions that are involved in protein function, such as active sites and ligand-binding sites.

- Distortions and shifts in correctly aligned regions. As a consequence of sequence divergence, the main chain conformation changes, even if the overall fold remains the same. Therefore, it is possible that in some correctly aligned segments of a model, the template is locally different (<3 Å) from the target, resulting in errors in that region. The structural differences are sometimes not due to differences in sequence but are a consequence of artifacts in structure determination or structure determination in different environments (e.g., packing of subunits in a crystal). The simultaneous use of several templates can minimize this kind of error (156, 174).

- Errors in regions without a template. Segments of the target sequence that have no equivalent region in the template structure (i.e., insertions or loops) are the most difficult regions to model. If the insertion is relatively short, less than 9 residues long, some methods can correctly predict the conformation of the backbone (191). Conditions for successful prediction are the correct alignment and an accurately modeled environment surrounding the insertion.

- Errors due to misalignments. The largest source of errors in comparative modeling are misalignments, especially when the target-template sequence identity decreases below 30%. However, alignment errors can be minimized in two ways. First, it is usually possible to use a large number of sequences to construct a multiple alignment, even if most of these sequences do not have known structures. Multiple alignments are generally more reliable than pairwise alignments (12, 181). The second way of improving the alignment is to iteratively modify those regions in the alignment that correspond to predicted errors in the model (156).

- Incorrect templates. This is a potential problem when distantly related proteins are used as templates (i.e., less than 25% sequence identity). Distinguishing between a model based on an incorrect template and a model based on an incorrect alignment with a correct template is difficult. In both cases, the evaluation methods will predict an unreliable model. The
Figure 2  Typical errors in comparative modeling (151, 156). (a). Errors in side chain packing. The Trp 109 residue in the crystal structure of mouse cellular retinoic acid binding protein I (thin line) is compared with its model (thick line), and with the template mouse adipocyte lipid-binding protein (broken line). (b) Distortions and shifts in correctly aligned regions. A region in the crystal structure of mouse cellular retinoic acid binding protein I is compared with its model and with the template fatty acid binding protein using the same representation as in panel a. (c) Errors in regions without a template. The C$_\alpha$ trace of the 112–117 loop is shown for the X-ray structure of human eosinophil neurotoxin (thin line), its model (thick line), and the template ribonuclease A structure (residues 111–117; broken line). (d) Errors due to misalignments. The N-terminal region in the crystal structure of human eosinophil neurotoxin (thin line) is compared with its model (thick line). The corresponding region of the alignment with the template ribonuclease A is shown. The black lines show correct equivalences, that is residues whose C$_\alpha$ atoms are within 5 Å of each other in the optimal least-squares superposition of the two X-ray structures. The “a” characters in the bottom line indicate helical residues. (e) Errors due to an incorrect template. The X-ray structure of α-trichosanthin (thin line) is compared with its model (thick line) which was calculated using indole-3-glycerophosphate synthase as the template.
conservation of the key functional or structural residues in the target sequence increases the confidence in a given fold assignment.

Comparative modeling has been criticized for its inability to provide a final model closer to the target-experimental structure than the template used to generate the model (108). This is only the case when there are errors in the template–target alignment used for modeling. When the evaluation of the template–target similarity is based on the template–target alignment used for modeling the model is generally closer to the target structure than is any of the templates (156).

An informative way to test protein structure modeling methods as well as the modelers using them is provided by the biannual meetings on Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) (92, 118). The last meeting was held in December of 1998 and is summarized in the special issue of Proteins Suppl. 3, 1999 (212). Protein modelers are challenged to model sequences with unknown 3D structure and to submit their models to the organizers before the meeting. At the same time, the 3D structures of the prediction targets are being determined by X-ray crystallography or NMR methods. They only become available after the models are calculated and submitted. Thus, a bona fide evaluation of protein structure modeling methods is possible. An important extension of the CASP meetings is a completely automated and online evaluation of protein structure modeling servers on the World Wide Web. The idea has so far been implemented in the threading category only (52). It is likely to be extended to other kinds of structural prediction.

**EVALUATION OF MODELS**

The quality of the predicted model determines the information that can be extracted from it. Thus, estimating the accuracy of 3D protein models is essential for interpreting them. The model can be evaluated as a whole as well as in individual regions. There are many model evaluation programs and servers (97, 197) (Table 1).

The first step in model evaluation is to assess if the model has the correct fold (157). A model will have the correct fold if the correct template is picked and if that template is aligned at least approximately correctly with the target sequence. The fold of a model can be assessed by a high sequence similarity with the closest template, an energy based Z-score (157, 169), or by conservation of the key functional or structural residues in the target sequence.

Once the fold of a model is assessed, a more detailed evaluation of the overall model accuracy can be obtained based on the similarity between the target and template sequences (Figure 3) (157). Sequence identity above 30% is a relatively good predictor of the expected accuracy. The reasons are the well-known relationship between structural and sequence similarities of two proteins (34), the ‘geometrical’ nature of modeling that forces the model to be as close to the template as possible.
Figure 3  Average model accuracy as a function of the template–target sequence similarity. At the top, sample models (solid line) at three typical accuracy levels are compared with corresponding actual structures (dotted line). The models were calculated with MODELLER in a completely automated fashion before the experimental structures were available (151). When multiple sequence and structure information is used, and the alignments are edited by hand, the models can be significantly more accurate than shown here (156). At the bottom, the models of known protein structures used to determine the dependence of the overall model accuracy as a function of template–target sequence identity were calculated entirely automatically, based on single templates (157). Percentage structure overlap is defined as the fraction of equivalent residues. Two residues are equivalent when their Cα atoms are within 3.5 Å of each other upon rigid-body, least-squares superposition of the two structures.
(148), and the inability of any current modeling procedure to recover from an incorrect alignment (156). The dispersion of the model–target structural overlap increases with the decrease in sequence identity. If the target–template sequence identity falls below 30%, the sequence identity becomes unreliable as a measure of expected accuracy of a single model. Models that deviate significantly from the average accuracy are frequent. It is in such cases that model evaluation methods are particularly useful.

In addition to the target–template sequence similarity, the environment can strongly influence the accuracy of a model. For instance, some calcium-binding proteins undergo large conformational changes when bound to calcium. If a calcium-free template is used to model the calcium-bound state of the target, it is likely that the model will be incorrect irrespective of the target–template similarity or accuracy of the template structure (126). This also applies to the experimental determination of protein structure; a structure must be determined in the functionally meaningful environment.

A basic requirement for a model is to have good stereochemistry. Some useful programs for evaluating stereochemistry are PROCHECK (96), PROCHECK-NMR (98), AQUA (98), SQUID (121), and WHATCHECK (72). The features of a model that are checked by these programs include bond lengths, bond angles, peptide bond and side-chain ring planarities, chirality, main-chain and side-chain torsion angles, and clashes between nonbonded pairs of atoms.

Distributions of many spatial features have been compiled from high resolution protein structures, and large deviations from the most likely values have been interpreted as strong indicators of errors in the model. Such features include packing (62), formation of a hydrophobic core (31), residue and atomic solvent accessibilities (90), spatial distribution of charged groups (32), distribution of atom–atom distances (40), atomic volumes (134), and main-chain hydrogen bonding (96).

There are also methods for testing 3D models that implicitly take into account many of the criteria listed above. These methods are based on 3D profiles and statistical potentials of mean force (105, 168). Programs implementing this approach include VERIFY3D (105), ProSAII (169), HARMONY (184), and ANOLEA (113). The programs evaluate the environment of each residue in a model with respect to the expected environment as found in the high-resolution X-ray structures. There is a concern about the theoretical validity of the energy profiles for detecting regional errors in models. It is likely that the contributions of the individual residues to the overall free energy of folding vary widely, even when normalized by the number of atoms or interactions made. If this is correct, the correlation between the prediction errors and energy peaks is greatly weakened, resulting in the loss of predictive power of the energy profile. Despite these concerns, error profiles have been useful in some applications (115).

Recently, a physics-based approach to deriving energy functions has been tested for use in protein structure evaluation. Lazaridis & Karplus (99) used an
effective energy function that combined the CHARMM (25) vacuum potential with
a Gaussian model for the solvation free energy. The results showed that the native
state was always more stable than grossly misfolded conformations. Moreover,
the authors concluded that molecular mechanics energy functions, complemented
by a simple model for the solvation free energy, can perform as well as statistical
functions in discriminating correct and misfolded models.

APPLICATIONS OF COMPARATIVE MODELING

Comparative modeling is an increasingly efficient way to obtain useful information
about the proteins of interest. For example, comparative models can be helpful
in designing mutants to test hypotheses about a protein’s function (18, 200),
identifying active and binding sites (164), identifying, designing and improving
ligands for a given binding site (137), modeling substrate specificity (201),
predicting antigenic epitopes (149), simulating protein–protein docking (189), in-
ferring function from a calculated electrostatic potential around the protein (109),
facilitating molecular replacement in X-ray structure determination (74), refining
models based on NMR constraints (116), testing and improving a sequence–
structure alignment (199), confirming a remote structural relationship (64, 115),
and rationalizing known experimental observations. For an exhaustive review of
comparative modeling applications see (80).

Fortunately, a 3D model does not have to be absolutely perfect to be helpful
in biology, as demonstrated by the applications listed above. However, the type
of question that can be addressed with a particular model does depend on its
accuracy (Figure 4). Three levels of model accuracy and some of the corresponding
applications are as follows.

- At the low end of the spectrum, there are models based on less than 30%
  sequence identity and have sometimes less than 50% of their Cα atoms
  within 3.5 Å of their correct positions. Such models still have the correct
  fold, which is frequently sufficient to predict approximate biochemical
  function. More specifically, only nine out of 80 fold families known in
  1994 contained proteins (domains) that were not in the same functional
class, although 32% of all protein structures belonged to one of the nine
  superfolds (123). Models in this low range of accuracy combined with
  model evaluation can be used to confirm or reject a match between
  remotely related proteins (156, 157).

- In the middle of the accuracy spectrum are the models based on
  approximately 30–50% sequence identity, corresponding to 85% of the Cα
  atoms modeled within 3.5 Å of their correct positions. Fortunately, the
  active and binding sites are frequently more conserved than the rest of
  the fold and are thus modeled more accurately (157). In general, medium
Figure 4  Applications of comparative modeling. The potential uses of a comparative model depend on its accuracy. This in turn depends significantly on the sequence identity between the target and the template structure on which the model was based. Sample models from Figure 3 are shown on the right.
resolution models frequently allow refinement of the functional prediction based on sequence alone because ligand binding is most directly determined by the structure of the binding site rather than by its sequence. It is frequently possible to correctly predict important features of the target protein that do not occur in the template structure. For example, the location of a binding site can be predicted from clusters of charged residues (109), and the size of a ligand can be predicted from the volume of the binding site cleft (201). Medium-resolution models can also be used to construct site-directed mutants with altered or destroyed binding capacity, which in turn could test hypotheses about sequence–structure–function relationships. Other problems that can be addressed with medium resolution comparative models include designing proteins that have compact structures without long tails, loops, and exposed hydrophobic residues for better crystallization; or designing proteins with added disulfide bonds for extra stability.

- The high end of the accuracy spectrum corresponds to models based on more than 50% sequence identity. The average accuracy of these models approaches that of low resolution X-ray structures (3 Å resolution) or medium resolution NMR structures (10 distance restraints per residue) (156). The alignments on which these models are based generally contain almost no errors. In addition to the already listed applications, high quality models can be used for docking of small ligands (137) or whole proteins onto a given protein (186, 189).

COMPARATIVE MODELING IN STRUCTURAL GENOMICS

The aim of structural genomics is to determine or accurately predict the 3D structure of all the proteins encoded in the genomes (117, 147, 182, 202, 207–209). This aim will be achieved by a focused, large-scale determination of protein structures by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy, combined efficiently with accurate protein structure modeling techniques. The structural genomics project will deliver improved methods and a process for high-throughput protein structure determination. The process involves (a) selection of the target proteins or domains, (b) cloning, expression, and purification of the targets, (c) crystallization and structure determination by X-ray crystallography or by NMR spectroscopy, and (d) archiving and annotation of the new structures. Given the current state of comparative modeling, a target sequence should have at least 30% sequence identity to a structural template. This corresponds to one experimentally determined structure per sequence family, rather than fold family. Because there are approximately five times more sequence families than fold families (70), it is likely that structural genomics will have to determine the structure of approximately 10,000 protein domains. Experimental structure determination of approximately 10,000
properly chosen proteins should result in useful 3D models for domains in hundreds of thousands of other protein sequences.

For comparative modeling to contribute to structural genomics, automation of all the steps in the modeling process is essential. There are at least five good reasons for automation. First, modeling of hundreds of thousands of protein sequences is obviously feasible only when it is completely automated. Second, automation makes it efficient for both the experts and non-experts to use comparative models, allowing them to spend more time designing experiments. Third, it is important that the best possible models are easily accessible to the non-experts. The results of the CASP meetings have shown that human expertise is usually a critical component of modeling success (92). However, modeling experts will not be on hand for every template selection or alignment question, just as structural biologists cannot solve every protein structure of biological interest. Fourth, automation encourages development of better methods. And finally, automated modeling removes any human bias, thus making the models more objective. Model evaluation by computational means is an essential component of large-scale modeling.

The automation of large-scale comparative modeling involves assembling a software pipeline that consists of modules for fold assignment, template selection, target–template alignment, model generation, and model evaluation. Computer programs for these individual operations already exist, and it may seem trivial to combine them. Yet, manual intervention is prevalent in setting many modeling parameters, especially during template selection and alignment. This enables an expert to implement various sources of information that can be difficult to exploit in an automated fashion. Thus, the primary challenge in large-scale comparative modeling is to build an automated, rapid, robust, sensitive, and accurate comparative modeling pipeline applicable to whole genomes; such a pipeline should perform at least as well as a human expert on individual proteins.

Two examples of large-scale comparative modeling for complete genomes have been described (132, 157). The sequences encoded in the *E. coli* genome have been used to build models for 10–15% of the proteins using the SWISS-MODEL web server (130, 132). Peitsch et al. have also recently modeled many proteins in the SWISS-PROT database and made the models available on their web site (Table 1). The second large-scale modeling pipeline, MODPIPE, produced models for five procaryotic and eukaryotic genomes (157, 159). This calculation resulted in models for substantial segments of 17.2%, 18.1%, 19.2%, 20.4%, and 15.7% of all proteins in the genomes of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (6218 proteins in the genome); *Escherichia coli* (4290 proteins), *Mycoplasma genitalium* (468 proteins), *Caenorhabditis elegans* (7299 proteins, incomplete), and *Methanococcus janaschii* (1735 proteins), respectively. An important element in this study was the evaluation of the model’s reliability. This is important because most of the related protein pairs share less than 30% sequence identity, resulting in significant errors in many models. The models were assigned to a reliable or unreliable class by a
procedure (157) that depends on the statistical potential function from PROSAIL (169). This allowed the identification of those models that were likely to be based on correct templates and approximately correct alignments. As a result, 236 yeast proteins lacking any prior structural information were assigned to a fold family; 40 of these proteins had no prior functional annotations. A more precise evaluation was used to calibrate the relationship between model accuracy and the percentage of sequence identity on which the model was based (157). Almost half of the 1071 reliably modeled proteins in the yeast genome share more than approximately 35% sequence identity with their templates. All the alignments, models, and model evaluations are available in the MODBASE database of comparative protein structure models (159, 210). Most recently, the MODPIPE pipeline software has been improved by using PSI-BLAST (6) for fold assignment, multiple templates and sequences for target–template alignment, and a complex statistical potential of mean force for model evaluation. This resulted in models for approximately 17,000 proteins, covering substantial segments of 18–45% of the proteins in 12 complete genomes (210).

Large-scale comparative modeling will extend opportunities to tackle a myriad of problems by providing many protein models for many genomes. A large database of experimental structures leveraged by comparative models will arouse questions about protein evolution, such as the physical origins of protein structure stability and protein activity, regulatory differences among similar enzymes, and the specificity and plasticity of ligand binding sites. Structural genomics will also aid in the process of drug design. A collection of experimentally determined complexes of proteins with their ligands, aligned with comparative models for the rest of the family members, will permit a facile comparison of ligand binding requirements and also reveal permitted substitutions in and around important residues. Structural genomics will provide an obvious resource for many questions and, hopefully, will provoke new ones.

A specific example of a new opportunity for tackling existing problems by virtue of providing many protein models from many genomes is the selection of a target protein for drug development. A protein that is likely to have high ligand specificity is a good choice; specificity is important because specific drugs are less likely to be toxic. Large-scale modeling facilitates imposing the specificity filter in target selection by enabling a structural comparison of the ligand binding sites of many proteins, from human or other organisms. Such comparisons may make it possible to rationally select a target whose binding site is structurally most different from the binding sites of all the other proteins that may potentially react with the same drug. For example, when a human pathogenic organism needs to be inhibited, it may be possible to select a pathogen target that is structurally most different from all the human homologs. Alternatively, when a human metabolic pathway needs to be regulated, the target identification could focus on the particular protein in the pathway that has the binding site most dissimilar from its human homologs.
CONCLUSION

Over the past few years, there has been a gradual increase in both the accuracy of comparative models and the fraction of protein sequences that can be modeled with useful accuracy. The magnitude of errors in fold assignment, alignment, and the modeling of sidechains, loops, distortions, and rigid body shifts has decreased measurably. This is a consequence of both better techniques and a larger number of known protein sequences and structures. Nevertheless, all the errors remain significant and demand future methodological improvements. In addition, there is a great need for more accurate detection of errors in a given protein structure model. Error detection is useful both for refinement and interpretation of the models.

It is now possible to predict by comparative modeling significant segments of approximately one third of all known protein sequences. One half of these models are in the least accurate class, based on less than 30% sequence identity to known protein structures. The remaining 35 and 15% of the models are in the medium (<50% sequence identity) and high (>50% identity) accuracy classes. The fraction of protein sequences that can be modeled by comparative modeling is currently increasing by approximately 4% per year (158). It has been estimated that globular protein domains cluster in only a few thousand fold families, approximately 900 of which have already been structurally defined (70, 76). Assuming the current growth rate in the number of known protein structures, the structure of at least one member of most of the globular folds will be determined in less than 10 years (70). According to this argument, comparative modeling will be applicable to most of the globular protein domains soon after the expected completion of the human genome project. However, there are some classes of proteins, such as membrane proteins, that will not be amenable to modeling without improvements in structure determination and modeling techniques. To maximize the number of proteins that can be modeled reliably, a concerted effort toward structure determination of new folds by X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is in order, as envisioned by structural genomics (117, 147, 182, 202, 207–209). The full potential of the genome sequencing projects will only be realized once all protein functions are assigned and understood. This will be facilitated by integrating genomic sequence information with databases arising from functional and structural genomics. Comparative modeling will play an important bridging role in these efforts.
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